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[Verse 1]
We're busy Chasing the carrot that we are not gonna
get
Sayin we're done For the hell of it
Feelin Celibate cause we're sick a Selling Shit
Much is Irrelevant to our development 
Forget about telling it, lets be it, trick
Or treat my feet hurt from walking through the street
Waitin for candy but See drones hear moans, there has
been a defeat
It's is not dandy But when you look at the sun, the trees
And hear the birds suddenly, u could recognize we
Are obsessed with a fee, and a good deed but we not
free

[Chorus 2x]
Feelin kinda anxious
And I'm testin all my patience
I'll be putting this in practice
White privilege it was my access
I said fuck that and the taxes
Separation in the classes
Power to the people and thier tactics
We can remake this that's what the fact is
(You know
You know
We know
We know
They know
They know
OH Oh)

[Verse 2]
Causin coups in Venezuela and takin over Iraq
So we could control the oil our rush for gold that was
black
But we can't help Africa cause we don't see dollar sign
Media is blastin ya with propaganda of lies
But we hold the power to redirect the mess
And we got the love to check our mate in chess
It's just a matter of time before the energies here
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If we focus on peace and we forget the fear
Because we raped the world for all that she got
Funding the companies that give us pills to pop
Seems our only concern is how to stir the pot
While the poor die young n the rich sell stock

[Chorus 2x]
Feelin Kinda anxious
And I'm Testin all my patience
I'll be putting this in practice
White privilege it was my access
I said fuck that and the taxes
Separation in the classes
Power to the people and their tactics
We can remake this that's what the fact is
(You know
You know
We know
We know
They know
They know
OH Oh)

[Verse 3]
But this all made up of words
That we've given meaning, and someone else said it's
true
It's all a perception we created this doom
And we got that kinda power, in this hour why not
devour
Our bullshit
Forget about our full clip
It's foolish, pulling out new rules it's
Not important who wins
Pullin preachas off the pulpit
U can feel the feminine vibration, the presence of the
spaceships
Interdimensional stations, hurry hurry they are waiting

[Chorus 2x]
Feelin Kinda anxious
And I'm Testin all my patience
I'll be putting this in practice
White privilege it was my access
I said fuck that and the taxes
Separation in the classes
Power to the people and their tactics
We can remake this that's what the fact is
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